Every year the Boeing Company sponsors a Technical Exchange Conference for Boeing employees titled the “Boeing Technical Exchange Conference” (BTEC). This year I had an opportunity to represent NCSL Intentional at BTEC 20. BTEC 20 was held in Lynnwood, Washington on July 23. These conferences are a means to enable some of the “Best and Brightest” technical people within the company to gather, share, discuss, collaborate, and transfer knowledge.

These conferences provide size and technical diversity comparable to the conferences of national technical societies with several hundred participants.

It was a real pleasure to be able to represent NCSLI at this conference and share the history, vision, and mission of our organization. There was a good deal of traffic past the display representing NCSLI. Our table was directly outside one of the meeting rooms and next to several other external affiliation displays. Well over 50 people were engaged during the event. We had eight different NCSLI handouts, pens, lanyards and holographic rulers to share with the conference attendees. Several people asked for more information and will receive follow-up emails.
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